
Some people believe it is important to give gifts and presents to friends and 
family to show that we care about them. Others think that there are better 
ways to show affection to them. 

Discuss both the views and give your own opinion.

For a long time, gift giving has been a sign for expression of people’s feeling and 
nowadays people still spend their money for it. However, some believe that we 
can use inexpensive ways for showing our love and thanks. This essay briefly 
explains both of views and tries to reach a general conclusion.

There are many people who prefer to show their intimacy by giving gifts to 
others and they argue that giving a gift represents generosity and attention of 
givers. They maintain when we spend our time and money for finding and 
buying a presents it means that the receivers/recipients are so important for us 
and they deserve love and kindness. Moreover, a gift is a tangible object that 
can be seen and touched for many and for many years, it would be a reminder 
of an unforgettable day, each time we look at it.

On the other hand, it seems that there are some other ways for to manifest our 
feeling about others rather than giving a physical gift, albeit with more skill in 
social interaction roles. We can show our devotion by listening to people, 
anticipate their needs, making time or even the hug and touch. Sometimes 
spending an hour with a friends and being a shoulder to cry on is much more 
effective than a present. In addition, these days giving a gift turns to an easy 
task which everyone can do it just by with access to the internet. Also,  as well 
as some enormous major companies abuse of our tendency to give a present to 
sell more and more.

In conclusion, although it appears that we can manage our relations with others 
through some social skills, I personally believe that no matter how much master 
we are master in social interactions, we still require a mixture of a gift in an 
attractive wrapping and a hug.


